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Demonetization though a very
bold step taken by Narendra
Modi: CMAI

Indian society of more than a billion people is witnessing a major transformation as an offshoot
of demonetization. A fierce debate is raging concerning the effects of demonetization. Most of
the discussion in the Parliament and on Public forum is based on political discussions. Many
solutions are being suggested specially quick application of digital technology to transform India
from cash oriented to cash less society.
We at CMAI feel that demonetization though a very bold step taken by Hon’ble Prime minister
has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black money, fake currency and
illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities. The sudden change has also brought about many
hardships to common people, landless laborers and unorganized sector of economy. Many
workers and daily wagers are finding it difficult to manage their day to day living for want of
cash and currency. However, we feel it is temporary phase and will be over soon.
CMAI Association of India is apex premier and foremost non-profit trade promotion
organization based in India with MOU partners and representatives spread across globe. CMAI
invests heavily in industry services, education and training, industry promotion, market
researches etc.
CMAI has been witness to the transformation of India from a communication starved society to
that of a Mobile phone user society. In India in a short period of one decade the number of
mobile users has increased to more than a billion telephones. India is now the second largest
Country in terms of mobile telephones, second only to China. We have been witness to the times
when a telephone connection used to take twenty years to mature to that of a situation where
every Indian is now carrying a telephone in their pocket. This commoditization of telephones

was brought about by the common Indian who borrowed money to buy a mobile phone hand set.
People soon realized that their Economic Nirvana will come through the usage of mobile phones.
India is now labeled a Mobile Nation by a team of Harvard Professors who have detailed this
fact in their famous book “The Mobile Nation”.
With such a large number of telephones out of which nearly 300 Million phones are smart
phones, a transformation to e transactions using the Mobile phones seems to be much easier
compared to the earlier transformation; since people are already carrying the phones the next big
step will be to make e transaction a natural habit of the people akin to the use of SMS etc. on the
mobile phone. In this regard the efforts made by a number of service providers like Paytm,
freecharge, phonepay, UPI etc are quite praiseworthy.
It has been observed that the money transfer in India through E payments, NEFT and RTGS has
picked up significantly. We want to make it more popular and make it a habit of the people. As
the saying goes the old habits die late . The transformation of the cash to cash less society is
getting limited because of the love of cash and currency. We believe that massive efforts are
needed to bring about that change. It is also a fact that the people of India despite the handicap of
cyber education are quick to adopt technology when it affects their living. This was amply
proven by the speed with which the society took to mobile phone and its applications. Some
efforts have already been initiated in this regard one of which is the DIGISHALA initiated by
Government of India, Ministry of Electronics and IT.
CMAI is dealing with more than one lac Educational institutions and academic professionals
consisting of Universities and technical/engineering colleges/schools etc. CMAI plans to initiate
an online free training programmes and large scale education for the use of e transaction and
transformation of India to a digital economy.
We also suggest the following thrust areas in this regard be supported and implemented:1. Initiate large scale on line programmes for the education of e-transactions and digital
economy. Also large scale public awareness programmes at melas, exhibitions, shopping
complexes and point of sales. Also large scale TV and radio advertising.
2. CMAI also recommends that specialized skill/vocational courses be immediately
started for digital payments.

3. Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the grass root level especially rural
population for the use of e payments over currency.
4. Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to avoid artificial shortage of
currency notes.
5. Involve students from the University network and senior citizens for educating the
rural and low income urban population for the use of e payments.
6. Support Govt. initiative to enhance cyber security and to provide a watch dog
mechanism to control cyber security breach and cyber frauds.
7. To help small and marginal traders specially vendors for the use of e payments
methods to reduce currency transactions.
8. CMAI also recommends that all available options for increasing the connectivity
should be explored including satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as White
Space etc.
9. CMAI is hopeful that Government will announce substantial incentives in the coming
budget 2017-18 for quantum jump in digital payments coupled with increased pace for
digital India. The budget for 2017-18 is expected to be a big budget for accelerating the
economic in a major way and major structural reforms for development of infrastructure
in Country.
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Massive Efforts Needed to Educate People for eTransactions : N K Goyal

N K Goyal and S D Saxena of CMAI Association of India
interacting with media persons on the issue of educating masses on e-transactions

By Vinod Varshney

With demonetization woes continuing across the country at an unprecedented level,
the ICT sector eyes an opportunity in the situation after Prime Minister Narendra Modi
in a dramatic fashion broadcast this decision in a message to the nation on the night of
November 8 this year.
Amidst widespread criticism of the demonetization by most opposition political parties
and renowned economists, any support to the move can only be a soothing balm to the
government. The latest voice of support to the demonetization move comes from the
CMAI Association of India, which boasts as being one of the largest ICT associations
based in India with 48,500 members and 54 MoU partners worldwide, actively engaged
in development and promotion for telecommunications and education sector.
N K Goyal, the president of the organisation does agree that the government move has
brought enormous hardship to the people, but he believes that it would be a temporary
phase and millions of people in the country who own smart phones would be
transcending to making mobile payments as a natural habit. But as old habits die hard,
he says that massive efforts are needed to bring about the requisite change.
He informed Thursday in a chat with media persons that the CMAI Association of India
which deals with more than one lac educational institutions and academic professionals
consisting of universities, technical & engineering colleges and schools, plans to initiate

an online free training programmes and large scale education drive for use of etransactions.
Goyal expressed hopes that the forthcoming budget may make big announcement to
support education programmes for e-transactions to facilitate the country entering into
a digital economy era.
The CMAI Association of India has suggested a number of thrust areas to make the
digital economy mission of the government successful like providing volunteers to help
in educating people at the grass-root levels especially in the rural areas, launching
programmes involving university students and senior citizens to educate rural and low
income urban population in the use of e-payments, helping small and marginal traders,
especially vendors for the use of e-payment methods. Surprisingly, the Association has
missed out in this list the private doctors who had been charging their fees in cash only
across the country and similarly the private schools who pay their teachers in cash after
getting signatures on a higher salary slip. The point was raised by a media person in the
discussion with the CMAI Association president. Goyal insisted change would come in
these sections of society also.
Being a player in the technology space, the CMAI Association also recommends that all
available options for increasing connectivity should be explored including satellite,
optical fibre and new technologies such as ‘white space’.
Thankfully, the members of the CMAI Association do not dispute that there has been
increase in frauds in e-transactions but they insist that the situation is not as alarming
as has been made out in certain quarters. They ask in return whether people do never
get defrauded and lose money when they make cash transactions. They insist that etransactions despite all the risks involved offer better safety and also transparency.
SD Saxena, vice chairman of the CMAI is conscious of the importance of the safety
aspect and says that at the banking level the encryption level is robust but at the enduser level, it is weak and needs to be bolstered in order to generate better confidence
among people whose fear cannot be brushed aside in backdrop of the incident when the
security of 40 lac debit cards got compromised a few months ago.
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Indian society of more than a billion people is witnessing a major transformation as an offshoot of
demonetization. A fierce debate is raging concerning the effects of demonetization. Most of the
discussion in the Parliament and on Public forum is based on political discussions. Many solutions
are being suggested specially quick application of digital technology to transform India from cash
oriented to cash less society.
We at CMAI feel that demonetization though a very bold step taken by Hon’ble Prime minister has
brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black money, fake currency and illegal
usage of currency for terrorist activities. The sudden change has also brought about many hardships
to common people, landless laborers and unorganized sector of economy. Many workers and daily
wagers are finding it difficult to manage their day to day living for want of cash and currency.
However, we feel it is temporary phase and will be over soon.
CMAI has been witness to the transformation of India from a communication starved society to that
of a Mobile phone user society. In India in a short period of one decade the number of mobile users
has increased to more than a billion telephones. India is now the second largest Country in terms of
mobile telephones, second only to China. We have been witness to the times when a telephone
connection used to take twenty years to mature to that of a situation where every Indian is now
carrying a telephone in their pocket. This commoditization of telephones was brought about by the
common Indian who borrowed money to buy a mobile phone hand set. People soon realized that
their Economic Nirvana will come through the usage of mobile phones. India is now labeled a Mobile

Nation by a team of Harvard Professors who have detailed this fact in their famous book “The Mobile
Nation”.
With such a large number of telephones out of which nearly 300 Million phones are smart phones, a
transformation to e transactions using the Mobile phones seems to be much easier compared to the
earlier transformation; since people are already carrying the phones the next big step will be to make
e transaction a natural habit of the people akin to the use of SMS etc. on the mobile phone. In this
regard the efforts made by a number of service providers like Paytm, freecharge, phonepay, UPI etc
are quite praiseworthy.
It has been observed that the money transfer in India through E payments, NEFT and RTGS has
picked up significantly. We want to make it more popular and make it a habit of the people. As the
saying goes the old habits die late. The transformation of the cash to cash less society is getting
limited because of the love of cash and currency. We believe that massive efforts are needed to
bring about that change. It is also a fact that the people of India despite the handicap of cyber
education are quick to adopt technology when it affects their living. This was amply proven by the
speed with which the society took to mobile phone and its applications. Some efforts have already
been initiated in this regard one of which is the DIGISHALA initiated by Government of India,
Ministry of Electronics and IT.
CMAI is dealing with more than one lac Educational institutions and academic professionals
consisting of Universities and technical/engineering colleges/schools etc. CMAI plans to initiate an
online free training programmes and large scale education for the use of e transaction and
transformation of India to a digital economy.

We also suggest the following thrust areas in this regard be supported and implemented:1. Initiate large scale on line programmes for the education of e-transactions and digital
economy. Also large scale public awareness programmes at melas, exhibitions, shopping
complexes and point of sales. Also large scale TV and radio advertising.
2. CMAI also recommends that specialized skill/vocational courses be immediately started for
digital payments.
3. Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the grass root level especially rural
population for the use of e payments over currency.
4. Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to avoid artificial shortage of currency
notes.
5. Involve students from the University network and senior citizens for educating the rural and
low income urban population for the use of e payments.
6. Support Govt. initiative to enhance cyber security and to provide a watch dog mechanism to
control cyber security breach and cyber frauds.
7. To help small and marginal traders specially vendors for the use of e payments methods to
reduce currency transactions.
8. CMAI also recommends that all available options for increasing the connectivity should be
explored including satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as White Space

9. CMAI is hopeful that Government will announce substantial incentives in the coming budget
2017-18 for quantum jump in digital payments coupled with increased pace for digital India.
The budget for 2017-18 is expected to be a big budget for accelerating the economic in a
major way and major structural reforms for development of infrastructure in Country.
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Prof N K Goyal, President CMAI Association of India
By VARINDIA
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Prof N K Goyal,
President,
CMAI Association of India
“TEMA & CMAI welcomes the initiative of NDA Government to impose basic customs duty at 10
percent on specified telecommunication products that are outside the purview of the Information
Technology Agreement. The Government of India signed ITA 1 on 25th March 1997 and committed
import of duty free on 217 items. However, several items which were not covered under ITA 1 were
also imported Duty Free. So now this has been corrected by levy of import duty on non ITA-1 items.
This budget gives a positive signal that while India will meet all its WTO commitments, it will also
support Domestic Manufacturing.
This budget is an indication & commitment of Modi Government to promote local manufacturing.
For the 1st time the duty has been imposed on non ITA 1 items. This agenda was pending since 2006.
The other positive of the budget is for the 1st time the Government has talked of Start Ups,
entrepreneurs, domestic products, R&D with a budget provision of 10000 crores for venture capital.”
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CMAI to initiate free online programs on digital
transactions
Posted, 2016-12-16
BGR

The free online training programs will educate people on the use of e-transaction and
eventually develop a digital economy in the country. IT and telecom industry body CMAI
today said it will initiate free programs online to train people on digital transactions. “CMAI
plans to initiate an online free training programs and large scale education on the use of etransaction and transformation of India to a digital economy,” CMAI President NK Goyal
said. He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing
black money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities. ...
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Massive Efforts Needed to Educate People for eTransactions : N K Goyal

N K Goyal and S D Saxena of CMAI Association of India
interacting with media persons

on the issue of educating masses on e-transactions

By Vinod Varshney

With demonetisation woes continuing across the country at an unprecedented level, the ICT sector
eyes an opportunity in the situation after Prime Minister Narendra Modi in a dramatic fashion broadcast
the decision in a message to the nation on the night of November 8 this year.

Amidst widespread criticism of the demonetisation by most opposition political parties and renowned
economists, any support to the move can only be a soothing balm to the government. The latest voice of
support to the demonetisation move comes from the CMAI Association of India, which boasts as being
one of the largest ICT associations based in India with 48,500 members and 54 MoU partners worldwide,
actively engaged in development and promotion for telecommunications and education sector.

N K Goyal, the president of the organisation does agree that the government move has brought
enormous hardship to the people, but he believes that it would be a temporary phase and millions of
people in the country who own smart phones would be transcending to making mobile payments as a
natural habit. But as old habits die hard, he says that massive efforts are needed to bring about the
requisite change.

He informed Thursday in a chat with media persons that the CMAI Association of India which deals with
more than one lac educational institutions and academic professionals consisting of universities,
technical & engineering colleges and schools, plans to initiate an online free training programmes and
large scale education drive for use of e-transactions.
Goyal expressed hopes that the forthcoming budget may make big announcement to support education
programmes for e-transactions to facilitate the country entering into a digital economy era.

The CMAI Association of India has suggested a number of thrust areas to make the digital economy
mission of the government successful like providing volunteers to help in educating people at the
grassroot levels especially in the rural areas, launching programmes involving university students and
senior citizens to educate rural and low income urban population in the use of e-payments, helping
small and marginal traders, especially vendors for the use of e-payment methods. Surprisingly, the
Association has missed out in this list the private doctors who had been charging their fees in cash only
across the country and similarly the private schools who pay their teachers in cash after getting
signatures on a higher salary slip. The point was raised by a media person in the discussion with the
CMAI Association president. Goyal insisted change would come in these sections of society also.

Being a player in the technology space, the CMAI Association also recommends that all available options
for increasing connetivity should be explored including satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such
as white space .
Thankfully, the members of the CMAI Association do not dispute that there has been increase in frauds
in e-transactions but they insist that the situation is not as alarming as has been made out in certain
quarters. They ask in return whether people do never get defrauded and lose money when they make
cash transactions. They insist that e-transactions despite all the risks involved offer better safety and
also transparency.

SD Saxena, vice chairman of the CMAI is concious of the imprtance of the safety aspect and says that at
the banking level the encryption level is robust but at the end-user level, it is weak and needs to be
bolstered in order to generate better confidence among people whose fear cannot be brushed aside in
backdrop of the incident when the security of 40 lakh debit cards got compromised a few months ago.
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Demonetisation is a bold step by the
government: CMAI
We have to teach people how to do cashless transactions, Saxena, CMAI

Aamir H Kaki
CMAI, one of the largest ICT associations in India, feels that demonetisation is a bold step taken
by the government and has brought about a radical change in the society.
“We feel that demonetisation though a bold step taken by the government has brought radical
change in the society by curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for
terrorist activities,” said S.D. Saxena, Vice Chairman, of CMAI, while addressing a press
conference in New Delhi on Thursday.
On the hardships faced by the common people due to cash crunch, Saxena said, “The sudden
change has brought about many hardships to common people, landless labourers in the
unorganised sectors of the economy. Many workers and daily workers are finding it difficult to
manage their day to day living for want of cash and currency. However, we feel this is temporary
and will be over soon,” he added.
Saxena feels that these problems are temporary and we have to find solutions, while adding,
“The solution to the problem is in your hand, that is, the mobile can become your bank. It can
become your instrument for purchase and sell. But we have to teach people how to do cashless
transactions and use technology,” he added.
He mentioned that India is witnessing major changes and ICT is one of the instruments which
has brought about some major changes in the country. And mobile phones have changed the life
of the people.

As an association, Saxena said, “Our main purpose is to encourage people to move to cashless
transactions and use technology to the maximum. Because e-transactions are safe and there are
very little chances of fraud.”
When questioned about cyber security laws in the country, Saxena said, “We already have cyber
laws in the country. Presently the cyber laws in the country have been made strong. Recently the
parliament has passed a bill on cyber laws.” So legislatively cyber laws have got the approval of
the state.
Prof N.K. Goyal, President of CMAI also addressed the journalists and said, “We are fully
supporting the move by the government for demonetisation. We think it is a right step in the
interest of the country as well as the economy.
“We are quite hopeful that along with this we are also entering the area of a cashless economy
which is the need of the time and in due course, things are going to change the country as a
whole,” he added.
Prof Goyal also recommended some steps to support the endeavour of the government in turning
it into a cashless society.
“CMAI recommends that some specialised courses be immediately started to educate the people
regarding digital payments,” he said. As an association, we are very soon launching online
courses on digital payments, he informed.
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CMAI take on Demonetization & Digital Payments
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CMAI Logo here
Indian society of more than a billion people is witnessing a major transformation as an offshoot of
demonetization. A fierce debate is raging concerning the effects of demonetization. Most of the
discussion in the Parliament and on Public forum is based on political discussions. Many solutions are
being suggested specially quick application of digital technology to transform India from cash oriented to
cash less society.

We at CMAI feel that demonetization though a very bold step taken by Hon’ble Prime minister has
brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of
currency for terrorist activities. The sudden change has also brought about many hardships to common
people, landless laborers and unorganized sector of economy. Many workers and daily wagers are
finding it difficult to manage their day to day living for want of cash and currency. However, we feel it is
temporary phase and will be over soon.
CMAI has been witness to the transformation of India from a communication starved society to that of a
Mobile phone user society. In India in a short period of one decade the number of mobile users has
increased to more than a billion telephones. India is now the second largest Country in terms of mobile
telephones, second only to China. We have been witness to the times when a telephone connection used
to take twenty years to mature to that of a situation where every Indian is now carrying a telephone in
their pocket. This commoditization of telephones was brought about by the common Indian who borrowed
money to buy a mobile phone hand set. People soon realized that their Economic Nirvana will come
through the usage of mobile phones. India is now labeled a Mobile Nation by a team of Harvard
Professors who have detailed this fact in their famous book “The Mobile Nation”.
With such a large number of telephones out of which nearly 300 Million phones are smart phones, a
transformation to e transactions using the Mobile phones seems to be much easier compared to the
earlier transformation; since people are already carrying the phones the next big step will be to make e
transaction a natural habit of the people akin to the use of SMS etc. on the mobile phone. In this regard
the efforts made by a number of service providers like Paytm, freecharge, phonepay, UPI etc are quite
praiseworthy.
It has been observed that the money transfer in India through E payments, NEFT and RTGS has picked
up significantly. We want to make it more popular and make it a habit of the people. As the saying goes
the old habits die late. The transformation of the cash to cash less society is getting limited because of
the love of cash and currency. We believe that massive efforts are needed to bring about that change. It
is also a fact that the people of India despite the handicap of cyber education are quick to adopt
technology when it affects their living. This was amply proven by the speed with which the society took to
mobile phone and its applications. Some efforts have already been initiated in this regard one of which is
the DIGISHALA initiated by Government of India, Ministry of Electronics and IT.
CMAI is dealing with more than one lac Educational institutions and academic professionals consisting of
Universities and technical/engineering colleges/schools etc. CMAI plans to initiate an online free training
programmes and large scale education for the use of e transaction and transformation of India to a digital
economy.
We also suggest the following thrust areas in this regard be supported and implemented:1. Initiate large scale on line programmes for the education of e-transactions and digital economy. Also
large scale public awareness programmes at melas, exhibitions, shopping complexes and point of
sales. Also large scale TV and radio advertising.

2. CMAI also recommends that specialized skill/vocational courses be immediately started for digital
payments.
3. Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the grass root level especially rural population for
the use of e payments over currency.
4. Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to avoid artificial shortage of currency notes.
5. Involve students from the University network and senior citizens for educating the rural and low
income urban population for the use of e payments.
6. Support Govt. initiative to enhance cyber security and to provide a watch dog mechanism to control
cyber security breach and cyber frauds.
7. To help small and marginal traders specially vendors for the use of e payments methods to reduce
currency transactions.
8. CMAI also recommends that all available options for increasing the connectivity should be explored
including satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as White Space
9. CMAI is hopeful that Government will announce substantial incentives in the coming budget 2017-18
for quantum jump in digital payments coupled with increased pace for digital India. The budget for
2017-18 is expected to be a big budget for accelerating the economic in a major way and major
structural reforms for development of infrastructure in Country.
About: CMAI is one of largest ICT associations based in India with 48,500 members and 54 MOU
partners worldwide, actively engaged in development and promotion for telecommunications and
education sector. www.cmai.asia
- See more at: https://www.indianbureaucracy.com/cmai-take-on-demonetization-digitalpayments/#sthash.7o6ILuil.dpuf
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CMAI Supports Demonetization
15th December 2016
Indian society of more than a billion people is witnessing a major transformation as an offshoot of
demonetization. A fierce debate is raging concerning the effects of demonetization. Most of the discussion in

the Parliament and on Public forum is based on political discussions. Many solutions are being suggested
specially quick application of digital technology to transform India from cash oriented to cash less society.
We at CMAI feel that demonetization though a very bold step taken by Hon’ble Prime minister has brought
about a radical change in the society by curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for
terrorist activities. The sudden change has also brought about many hardships to common people, landless
laborers and unorganized sector of economy. Many workers and daily wagers are finding it difficult to manage
their day to day living for want of cash and currency. However, we feel it is temporary phase and will be over
soon.
CMAI has been witness to the transformation of India from a communication starved society to that of a Mobile
phone user society. In India in a short period of one decade the number of mobile users has increased to more
than a billion telephones. India is now the second largest Country in terms of mobile telephones, second only to
China. We have been witness to the times when a telephone connection used to take twenty years to mature to
that of a situation where every Indian is now carrying a telephone in their pocket. This commoditization of
telephones was brought about by the common Indian who borrowed money to buy a mobile phone hand set.
People soon realized that their Economic Nirvana will come through the usage of mobile phones. India is now
labeled a Mobile Nation by a team of Harvard Professors who have detailed this fact in their famous book “The
Mobile Nation”.
With such a large number of telephones out of which nearly 300 Million phones are smart phones, a
transformation to e transactions using the Mobile phones seems to be much easier compared to the earlier
transformation; since people are already carrying the phones the next big step will be to make e transaction a
natural habit of the people akin to the use of SMS etc. on the mobile phone. In this regard the efforts made by a
number of service providers like Paytm, freecharge, phonepay, UPI etc are quite praiseworthy.
It has been observed that the money transfer in India through E payments, NEFT and RTGS has picked up
significantly. We want to make it more popular and make it a habit of the people. As the saying goes the old
habits die late. The transformation of the cash to cash less society is getting limited because of the love of cash
and currency. We believe that massive efforts are needed to bring about that change. It is also a fact that the
people of India despite the handicap of cyber education are quick to adopt technology when it affects their
living. This was amply proven by the speed with which the society took to mobile phone and its applications.
Some efforts have already been initiated in this regard one of which is the DIGISHALA initiated by Government
of India, Ministry of Electronics and IT.
CMAI is dealing with more than one lac Educational institutions and academic professionals consisting of
Universities and technical/engineering colleges/schools etc. CMAI plans to initiate an online free training
programmes and large scale education for the use of e transaction and transformation of India to a digital
economy.
We also suggest the following thrust areas in this regard be supported and implemented:1. Initiate large scale on line programmes for the education of e-transactions and digital economy. Also large
scale public awareness programmes at melas, exhibitions, shopping complexes and point of sales. Also large
scale TV and radio advertising.
2. CMAI also recommends that specialized skill/vocational courses be immediately started for digital payments.

3. Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the grass root level especially rural population for the use
of e payments over currency.
4. Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to avoid artificial shortage of currency notes.
5. Involve students from the University network and senior citizens for educating the rural and low income
urban population for the use of e payments.
6. Support Govt. initiative to enhance cyber security and to provide a watch dog mechanism to control cyber
security breach and cyber frauds.
7. To help small and marginal traders specially vendors for the use of e payments methods to reduce currency
transactions.
8. CMAI also recommends that all available options for increasing the connectivity should be explored including
satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as White Space etc.
9. CMAI is hopeful that Government will announce substantial incentives in the coming budget 2017-18 for
quantum jump in digital payments coupled with increased pace for digital India. The budget for 2017-18 is
expected to be a big budget for accelerating the economic in a major way and major structural reforms for
development of infrastructure in Country. - Communications Today Bureau
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CMAI Supports DEMONETIZATION and
Encourages DIGITAL PAYMENTS
CM“I feels that demonetization though a very bold step taken by Hon’ble Prime minister has brought
about a radical change in the society by curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency
for terrorist activities. The sudden change has also brought about many hardships to common people,
landless laborers and unorganized sector of economy. Many workers and daily wagers are finding it
difficult to manage their day to day living for want of cash and currency. However, we feel it is
temporary phase and will be over soon.
CMAI has been witness to the transformation of India from a communication starved society to that of a
Mobile phone user society. In India in a short period of one decade the number of mobile users has
increased to more than a billion telephones. India is now the second largest Country in terms of mobile
telephones, second only to China. We have been witness to the times when a telephone connection used

to take twenty years to mature to that of a situation where every Indian is now carrying a telephone in
their pocket. This commoditization of telephones was brought about by the common Indian who
borrowed money to buy a mobile phone hand set. People soon realized that their Economic Nirvana will
come through the usage of mobile phones. India is now labeled a Mobile Nation by a team of Harvard
Professors who have detailed this fact in their famous book The Mobile Nation .
With such a large number of telephones out of which nearly 300 Million phones are smart phones, a
transformation to e transactions using the Mobile phones seems to be much easier compared to the earlier
transformation; since people are already carrying the phones the next big step will be to make e
transaction a natural habit of the people akin to the use of SMS etc. on the mobile phone. In this regard
the efforts made by a number of service providers like Paytm, freecharge, phonepay, UPI etc are quite
praiseworthy.
It has been observed that the money transfer in India through E payments, NEFT and RTGS has picked
up significantly. We want to make it more popular and make it a habit of the people. As the saying goes
the old habits die late. The transformation of the cash to cash less society is getting limited because of the
love of cash and currency. We believe that massive efforts are needed to bring about that change. It is also
a fact that the people of India despite the handicap of cyber education are quick to adopt technology
when it affects their living. This was amply proven by the speed with which the society took to mobile
phone and its applications. Some efforts have already been initiated in this regard one of which is the
DIGISHALA initiated by Government of India, Ministry of Electronics and IT.
CMAI is dealing with more than one lac Educational institutions and academic professionals consisting
of Universities and technical/engineering colleges/schools etc. CMAI plans to initiate an online free
training programs and large scale education for the use of e transaction and transformation of India to a
digital economy.
We also suggest the following thrust areas in this regard be supported and implemented:










Initiate large scale on line programs for the education of e-transactions and digital economy. Also
large scale public awareness programs at melas, exhibitions, shopping complexes and point of sales.
Also large scale TV and radio advertising.
CMAI also recommends that specialized skill/vocational courses be immediately started for digital
payments.
Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the grass root level especially rural population for
the use of e payments over currency.
Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to avoid artificial shortage of currency notes.
Involve students from the University network and senior citizens for educating the rural and low
income urban population for the use of e payments.
Support Govt. initiative to enhance cyber security and to provide a watch dog mechanism to control
cyber security breach and cyber frauds.
To help small and marginal traders specially vendors for the use of e payments methods to reduce
currency transactions.
CMAI also recommends that all available options for increasing the connectivity should be explored
including satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as White Space etc.

CMAI is hopeful that Government will announce substantial incentives in the coming budget 2017-18 for
quantum jump in digital payments coupled with increased pace for digital India. The budget for 2017-18

is expected to be a big budget for accelerating the economic in a major way and major structural reforms
for development of infrastructure in Country.

http://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/cmai-plans-online-free-training-programmes-ondigital-payments/560067
ET Telecom-Economic Times

CMAI plans online free training
programmes on digital
payments
IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free
programmes online to train people on digital transactions.PTI | December 15,
2016, 22:27 IST

New Delhi: IT and telecom industry bodyCMAI today said it will initiate free
programmes online to train people on digitaltransactions.
"CMAI plans to initiate an online free training programmes and large scale
education on the use of e-transaction and transformation of India to a digital
economy," CMAI President NK Goyal said.
He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by
curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist
activities. PRS MR

http://www.governancenow.com/gov-next/egov/cmai-educate-people-line-transactions
http://www.governancenow.com/gov-next/egov/cmai-educate-people-linetransactions#sthash.twhAQiHI.dpuf

CMAI to educate people on online transactions
CMAI has suggested the government to provide a watch dog mechanism to control cyber
security breach and frauds

Taru Bhatia | December 15, 2016 | New Delhi
#CMAI #demonetisation #digital payments
CMAI association of India will soon launch online training programmes for free and an educational
campaign for the use of e-transactions, the association announced at a press conference held in Delhi
on Thursday.

CMAI is the only integrated professional registered association in India for mobiles, telecom, ICT,
education, cyber security, communications, multimedia, manufacturing industries and infrastructure
sector. The association deals with over one lakh educational institutions and academic professionals
consisting of universities and technical institutes.

“Demonetisation is a right step for India and we support the government for this move. It was the
need of the time. Now there is a need to educate people at mass-level on digital payment systems”
said NK Goyal, president, CMAI, at a press conference organised in Delhi on Thursday.

On being asked whether this step of the government – to implement a cashless economy in a short
time – has caused trouble to the citizens, Goyal said “Problems will be there but the move is good for
the society and the country. There was an indication from the government with the implementation
of Jan Dhan Yojana. The government was prepared for the move. We are now moving towards the
digital economy and this is a right step.”

On cyber security, Goyal said that the country has good cyber security laws in place.

“We are hopeful that the government will announce substantial incentives in the coming budget
2017-18 for digital payments,” Goyal said.

Suggestions that CMAI submitted to the government includes deployment of volunteers at the grass
root level to educate people, especially the rural population; provide a watch dog mechanism to
control cyber security breach and frauds; use of satellite, optical fibre and new technology such as
white space should be explored to enhance connectivity.

SD Saxena, vice chairman of CMAI, and the former director of finance at BSNL, said that the
solution is already there for a cashless economy that is mobile phones. “It is an instrument that
should be used to collect money, to do banking and transactions. Ordinary people know how to use
this instrument effectively,” he said.

http://www.governancenow.com/gov-next/egov/cmai-suggests-ways-better-implementationdigital-economy

CMAI suggests ways for better implementation
of digital economy
The suggestions include large scale online programmes for the education of etransactions and a watchdog mechanism to control cyber security breach
GN Bureau | December 20, 2016
#CMAI #cashless economy #digital India #demonetisation

Calling demonetisation a bold step by the Narendra Modi government, CMAI
association of India noted that the move will help curb black money from the economy
and push digital economy.

The Communication Multimedia and Infrastructure (CMAI) association of India is an
integrated professional registered association in India for mobiles, telecom, ICT,
education, cyber security, communications, multimedia, manufacturing industries and
infrastructure sector having more than 48,500 members. The association is partnered
with 54 representatives across the world.
The association has given nine suggestions to the government. They are:

1. Initiate large scale online programmes for the education of e-transactions and
digital economy. Large scale public awareness programmes at melas, exhibitions,
shopping complexes and point of sales and advertising through TV and radio.
2. Specialised skill or vocational courses be immediately started for digital
payments.
3. Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the grass root level especially
rural population for the use of e-payments over currency.
4. Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to avoid artificial shortage
of currency notes.
5. Involve students from universities and senior citizens for educating the rural and
low income urban population for the use of e-payments.
6. Support government initiatives to enhance cyber security and to provide a
watchdog mechanism to control cyber security breach and cyber frauds.
7. Help small and marginal traders, especially vendors for the use of e-payments
methods to reduce currency transactions.
8. CMAI also recommends that all available options for increasing the connectivity
should be explored including satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as
white space etc.

9. CMAI is hopeful that government will announce substantial incentives in the

coming budget 2017-18 for quantum jump in digital payments coupled with
increased pace for digital India. The budget for 2017-18 is expected to be a big
budget for accelerating the economy in a major way and major structural reforms
for development of infrastructure in the country.

http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/cmai-plans-online-free-training-programmes-on-digitalpayments/1/835677.html
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New Delhi, Dec 15 (PTI) IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free
programmes online to train people on digital transactions.
"CMAI plans to initiate an online free training programmes and large scale education on the use
of e-transaction and transformation of India to a digital economy," CMAI President NK Goyal
said.
He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black
money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities. PTI PRS MR

http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/cmai-plans-online-free-trainingprogrammes-on-digital-payments-116121501441_1.html
Business Standard

CMAI plans online free training
programmes on digital
payments
Press Trust of India | New Delhi December 15, 2016 Last Updated at 22:28 IST

IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free programmes online to train
people on digitaltransactions.
"CMAI plans to initiate an online free training programmes and large scale education on the
use of e-transaction and transformation of India to a digital economy," CMAI President NK
Goyal said.

He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black
money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities.
http://sagarglobalonline.blogspot.in/

DEMONETIZATION AND
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December 15, 2016

CMAI Association of India

PRESS RELEASE ON DEMONETIZATION AND DIGITAL
PAYMENTS
Dated 15 Dec . 2016
Indian society of more than a billion people is witnessing a major
transformation as an offshoot of demonetization. A fierce debate is
raging concerning the effects of demonetization. Most of the
discussion in the Parliament and on Public forum is based on political
discussions. Many solutions are being suggested specially quick
application of digital technology to transform India from cash oriented
to cash less society.
We at CMAI feel that demonetization though a very bold step taken by
Hon’ble Prime minister has brought about a radical change in the
society by curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of
currency for terrorist activities. The sudden change has also brought
about many hardships to common people, landless laborers and
unorganized sector of economy. Many workers and daily wagers are
finding it difficult to manage their day to day living for want of cash
and currency. However, we feel it is temporary phase and will be over
soon.
CMAI has been witness to the transformation of India from a
communication starved society to that of a Mobile phone user society.
In India in a short period of one decade the number of mobile users
has increased to more than a billion telephones. India is now the
second largest Country in terms of mobile telephones, second only to
China. We have been witness to the times when a telephone
connection used to take twenty years to mature to that of a situation
where every Indian is now carrying a telephone in their pocket. This
commoditization of telephones was brought about by the common

Indian who borrowed money to buy a mobile phone hand set. People
soon realized that their Economic Nirvana will come through the
usage of mobile phones. India is now labeled a Mobile Nation by a
team of Harvard Professors who have detailed this fact in their famous
book “The Mobile Nation”.
With such a large number of telephones out of which nearly 300
Million phones are smart phones, a transformation to e transactions
using the Mobile phones seems to be much easier compared to the
earlier transformation; since people are already carrying the phones
the next big step will be to make e transaction a natural habit of the
people akin to the use of SMS etc. on the mobile phone. In this regard
the efforts made by a number of service providers like Paytm,
freecharge, phonepay, UPI etc are quite praiseworthy.
It has been observed that the money transfer in India through E
payments, NEFT and RTGS has picked up significantly. We want to
make it more popular and make it a habit of the people. As the saying
goes the old habits die late. The transformation of the cash to cash
less society is getting limited because of the love of cash and currency.
We believe that massive efforts are needed to bring about that change.
It is also a fact that the people of India despite the handicap of cyber
education are quick to adopt technology when it affects their living.
This was amply proven by the speed with which the society took to
mobile phone and its applications. Some efforts have already been
initiated in this regard one of which is the DIGISHALA initiated by
Government of India, Ministry of Electronics and IT.
CMAI is dealing with more than one lac Educational institutions and
academic professionals consisting of Universities and
technical/engineering colleges/schools etc. CMAI plans to initiate an

online free training programmes and large scale education for the use
of e transaction and transformation of India to a digital economy.
We also suggest the following thrust areas in this regard be supported
and implemented:1.
Initiate large scale on line programmes for the
education of e-transactions and digital economy. Also large
scale public awareness programmes at melas, exhibitions,
shopping complexes and point of sales. Also large scale TV
and radio advertising.
2.
CMAI also recommends that specialized skill/vocational
courses be immediately started for digital payments.
3.
Provide volunteers to help in educating people at the
grass root level especially rural population for the use of e
payments over currency.
4.
Educate people not to panic and hoard currency so as to
avoid artificial shortage of currency notes.
5.
Involve students from the University network and
senior citizens for educating the rural and low income urban
population for the use of e payments.
6.
Support Govt. initiative to enhance cyber security and
to provide a watch dog mechanism to control cyber security
breach and cyber frauds.
7.
To help small and marginal traders specially vendors
for the use of e payments methods to reduce currency
transactions.
8.
CMAI also recommends that all available options for
increasing the connectivity should be explored including

satellite, optical fibre and new technologies such as White
Space etc.
9.
CMAI is hopeful that Government will announce
substantial incentives in the coming budget 2017-18 for
quantum jump in digital payments coupled with increased
pace for digital India. The budget for 2017-18 is expected to
be a big budget for accelerating the economic in a major way
and major structural reforms for development of
infrastructure in Country.
Prof. N.K. Goyal
Saxena
President CMAI
Chairman CMAI

S.D.
Vice
Former

Director Finance, BSNL
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CMAI plans online free training
programmes on digital payments
IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free programmes online to
train people on digital transactions. CMAI plans to initiate an online free training
programmes and large scale education on the use of e-transaction and ...
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CMAI plans online free training programmes on digital
payments
Techviv Team December 16, 2016 Telecom No Comments

New Delhi: IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free programmes online to train
people on digital transactions.
“CMAI plans to initiate an online free training programmes and large scale education on the use of etransaction and transformation of India to a digital economy,” CMAI President NK Goyal said.
He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black money, fake
currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities. PRS MR

http://www.bgr.in/news/cmai-to-initiate-free-online-programs-on-digital-transactions/

CMAI to initiate free online programs on
digital transactions

The free online training programs will educate people on the use of e-transaction
and eventually develop a digital economy in the country.
By PTI | Published: December 17, 2016 3:00 AM IST
comments

IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free programs
online to train people on digital transactions. “CMAI plans to initiate an online
free training programs and large scale education on the use of e-transaction
and transformation of India to a digital economy,” CMAI President NK Goyal
said.
He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by
curbing black money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist
activities.

https://www.jollyboss.com/cmai-to-initiate-free-online-programs-on-digital-transactions/
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IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free programs online to train people on
digital transactions. “CMAI plans to initiate an online free training programs and large scale
education on the use of e-transaction and transformation of India to a digital economy,” CMAI
President NK Goyal said.
He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black money,
fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities.

http://indiantechnews.in/cmai-to-initiate-free-online-programs-on-digital-transactions/
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The free online training programs will educate people on the use of e-transaction and
eventually develop a digital economy in the country.

IT and telecom industry body CMAI today said it will initiate free programs online to train
people on digital transactions. “CMAI plans to initiate an online free training programs and large
scale education on the use of e-transaction and transformation of India to a digital economy,”
CMAI President NK Goyal said.
He said demonetization has brought about a radical change in the society by curbing black
money, fake currency and illegal usage of currency for terrorist activities.

